Transnational Social Citizenship in an Age of Uncertainty: Migration and Social Protection in Europe and Beyond

International Workshop
Organizers: Anna Amelina (University of Cottbus), Emma Carmel (University of Bath), Ann Runfors (Södertörn University), Elisabeth Scheibelhofer (University of Vienna)

**Date:** 25 April 2018 (arrival in the evening), 26 April (9.30 am – 7 pm), 27 April (9 am – 3 pm)
**Location:** Lübbenau Castle (Lübbenau/Spreewald near Berlin)

25 April 2018 – arrival of workshop participants

6.30/7.00 pm – 9.00 pm: Dinner at the Castle Restaurant LINARI

26 April 2018

9.30 am – 9.45 am: Welcome Note by Workshop Organizers

9.45 am – 12.00 am: European Social Citizenship between Official Rhetoric and Everyday Administrative Practice

Chair: Emma Carmel (University of Bath)

- Citizenship, Europe and Social Rights (Martin Seeleib-Kaiser, University of Tübingen)
- Migrants, Transnationality and Social Citizenship in Europe: Rights and Resources (Eleonore Kofman, Middlesex University)
- The Selective European Social Citizenship: Governance, Discourses and Experiences of Social Security Rights (Anna Amelina, BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg)
- “Social Citizenship” on the Ground? EU Member States Setting a Firewall (Anita Heindlmaier, University of Salzburg)

12.00 am – 1.30 pm: Lunch break

3.30 pm – 4.00 pm: Coffee break

4.00 pm – 6.00 pm: The Social Question Revisited: Social Citizenship and Inequalities in the Enlarged Europe

Chair: Ann Runfors (University of Södertörn)

- Beyond the Rights-Bearing EU Mobile Citizen: Governing Inequality and Privilege in European Union Social Security (Emma Carmel and Bozena Sojka, University of Bath)
- Spatial Autonomy and Intersectional Inequality: Reflections on Moving and Staying and the Value of Cultural Capital (Karolina Bargłowski, Technical University Dortmund)
- Caught Between the National and the Transnational: EU Claimants at the Frontline of Welfare Policy (Nora Ratzmann, LSE)

6.30 pm – 9.00 pm: Dinner at the Castle Restaurant LINARI

27 April 2018

9.00 am – 11.00 am: Social Citizenship, (Posted) Work and Social Change

Chair: Bozena Sojka (University of Bath)

- European Integration and the Reconfiguration of National Industrial Relations: Posted Work as a Driver of Institutional Change (Nathan Lillie and Jens Arnholtz, University of Jyväskylä)
- A Forgotten Sector? Posting of Workers in the Live-in Care sector – The Present Day and the Future (Maciej Duszczyk, University of Warsaw)
• Balancing Labour Market Access and State Recognition – a Case of Eastern Europeans in Danish Agriculture (Niels Jul Nielsen, Copenhagen University)

11.00 am – 11.30 am: Coffee break

11.30 am – 1.30 pm: The Multiplicity of Boundary-Making and Exclusions in European Social Citizenship
Chair: Elisabeth Scheibelhofer (University of Vienna)

• The European ‘Refugee Crisis’ and the Keynesian Lesson (Peo Hansen, Linköping University)
• Discourses of Belonging in the Context of Intra-EU Mobility. A Comparative Analysis of the Discursive Social Security Conditions within EU (Ann Runfors and Maarja Saar, Södertörn University)
• Transnational Mobilities and Reproduction of Social Inequalities: Case Study of Labour Migrants from Eastern Europe (Zsuzsanna Arendas, Central European University Budapest)

1.30 pm – 1.45 pm: Final Note by Workshop Organizers

1.45 pm – 3.00 pm: Lunch and end of workshop

1.45 pm – 3.00 pm: Lunch and end of workshop